
English 
Our key text in English is A Walk in London by Salvatore Rubbino. There 

will be a focus on accurate tense, expanded noun phrases, conjunctions, 

handwriting and accurate punctuation.  Children will also be encouraged 

to use higher level vocabulary. 

 Reading: 

Support with Reading at home this year is extremely appreciated. Reading 
with the children at home and/or discussing books and texts helps them to 
continually develop their knowledge and understanding.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                        

 

Maths 
In Maths children will be exploring numbers up to 1000 and beyond. They will use place value 

grids and concrete resources to gain a good understanding of the value of each digit in a 3 

digit number.   

Children will order and compare numbers up to 1000 and use these skills to order dates in 

history.  Later in the term children will focus on addition and subtraction using mental 

methods and formal written methods such as column addition and subtraction. 

  

 
As always, times tables will be vital and any child who has not yet achieved 
their calculator should make this a priority using TTRockstars and other such 
resources. 
 

Welcome back, we hope you have all had a fantastic summer and had a relaxing and 

enjoyable break. I would like to take this time to introduce myself, Miss Peacock and 

our classroom assistant Mrs Parkhouse. We are all really looking forward to working 

with your child and making sure that they enjoy their time at school. 

Over the next half term we will be focusing on the following: 
 

Theme 
 
We begin with our focus on PSHE where the children will be exploring and thinking about 

their aspirations for Year 3 and the future. 

Our Geography theme this term is the UK. Children will learn about the four countries that 

make up the UK, their capital cities, regions, physical features and landmarks. 

Children will take part in fieldwork where they will study part of the local area and in doing 

so will develop their geographical skills - creating a map with symbols, observing human and 

physical features and conducting a land use survey. 

  

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                            

 

 

 

P.E Days 

For this half-term, Year 3 will be working with the external Dance teacher for 
one of their weekly PE sessions on a Tuesday morning. 

Their second P.E session will be on a Wednesday afternoon. 

Please ensure your child has a full Godley P.E kit in school. This consists of a 
white t.-shirt, black shorts, pumps for indoor sessions and trainers for outdoor 
P.E. As the weather is getting colder, your child may bring tracksuit bottoms 
and a top/fleece to wear. These must be either black or grey or at the very 
least, dark in colour. 

 

If you would like any further information about this half-term, please do not hesitate 

to get in contact via Class Dojo. 

Thank you for your continuing support, 

Miss Peacock.& Mrs Parkhouse 

 

 

 

 

Homework and Spellings 

There will be more information to follow regarding spellings and homework. However, 

reading with your child at home would be greatly appreciated and practising times tables 

with the children will also be extremely beneficial. 

Science: 

In our Science lessons the children will be learning about light. They will research 
light sources, study reflection and investigate shadows. 


